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Etymology The word may be French in origin, such as for a "singer" or "concert" or "one who
sings". Origin "Marine" comes from the Greek word meaning "sea" and "caustic". "De Castro"
comes from the Italian meaning "of Castro" and "alto" meaning "high", as it was an alto-tenor

singer. See also Chosen one List of 20th-century Italian opera singers References Notes Sources
Borghi, Maurizio (1982). "La voce tenore", Gubbio: Editoriale Gubbio, (in Italian) External links

Listen to Free Audio Mariana de Castro Ser De Luna Cirillo, Leopoldo (1971). "Marine De Castro", a
biography of Marine De Castro (in Italian). Retrieved November 5, 2007. Further reading "I don't
want the truth to be different from what you see." (2011). Marine De Castro at mcfarland.com

Category:1889 births Category:1991 deaths Category:Italian operatic sopranos Category:People
from Valletta Category:20th-century Italian opera singers Category:20th-century women

singersCost-effectiveness of on-site decontamination of wetted fabric air purifiers in a hospital
room. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration recommend that a hospital room receiving patients with confirmed influenza A

(H1N1) be decontaminated with a wetted fabric air purifier (WFAP) for at least 3 hours. Because
not all hospitals have WFAPs, we assessed the cost-effectiveness of on-site decontamination in
our hospital. The study was conducted from September to December 2009 at a large tertiary

hospital in the United States. On-site decontamination of a hospital room was performed with a
WFAP as soon as possible after a patient with confirmed influenza A (H1N1) was identified. Costs
were calculated based on (1) how many WFAPs were purchased and how many hours they were

used, (2) the cost of decontaminating the room and (3) the cost of purchasing the flu-tested
agents used. Decontamination of 75% of rooms was performed with a 6d1f23a050
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